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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Contact:  Paul Ryder, Publicist 
Crimson Wolf Productions, Ltd. 
pr@criwolf.com 
(336) 945-4010 

 
EYEBORGS Wins Best Visual Effects Award at AOF Fest 

Named OFFICIAL SELECTION – International Horror and SciFi Film Festival 
 

EYEBORGS (www.eyeborgs.com) a sci-fi action thriller from Crimson Wolf 

Productions, starring Adrian Paul ("The Highlander") and Danny Trejo ("Machete") has 

won the award for Best Visual Effects at this year's Action on Film Festival in Pasadena, 

California and been picked as an official selection for this year's International Horror and 

SciFi Film Festival to be held this week in Tempe, Arizona. (www.horrorscifi.com). 

Screening times for EYEBORGS at the festival are: 

Saturday, Oct 17th at 4:45 PM 

Sunday, Oct. 18th at 11:30 AM 

EYEBORGS had its world premiere at this year's SciFi London International 

Film Festival and most recently screened in Israel as part of the ICON Film Festival.  In 

addition to its win for Best Visual Effects the action-thriller was nominated for four other 

awards at this years Action on Film Festival; Best Picture, Best Director, Best Editing, 

and the AOF/WAB nomination for Best Performance By a Male Actor for star Adrian 

Paul. 

EYEBORGS tells the story of a near future where mobile robotic surveillance 

cameras known as "Eyeborgs" constantly watch everyone for possible criminal activity. 

Adrian Paul stars as Robert J. "Gunner" Reynolds, an agent for the Department of 

Homeland Security whose testimony before a Senate committee triggered the creation of 
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the Eyeborgs.  He believes in the system and has come to depend on the robots as a vital 

tool in the war on terror. 

But Gunner is forced to question his beliefs when a terror suspect in his custody 

dies in an apparent escape attempt and the video recorded by the Eyeborgs doesn't match 

his recollection of how events occurred.  The incident leads him on a personal 

investigation into a series of untimely deaths.  Gunner soon comes to believe that 

terrorists have seized control of the Eyeborgs and are using our own system against us in 

a plot to assassinate the President. 

The film premiered as the opening night event of the International Festival of 

Science Fiction and Fantastic Film, known as Sci-Fi London (www.sci-fi-london.com). 

A review of the film by website "Quiet Earth" (www.quietearth.us) following the 

premiere gave EYEBORGS an 8 out of 10 rating, raving about the film's "superb action 

sequences, the likes of which I haven't seen in a long time. They really are spectacular... 

Somehow the CGI is more realistic and effective than mega-budget Hollywood 

spectaculars like Transformers, and the editing is better by an order of magnitude, 

consistently coherent and punchy." (the full review can be read online at Quiet Earth 

Eyeborgs Review) 

EYEBORGS was produced by John S. Rushton, Charles Peller, Richard Clabaugh 

and Kim Swartz.  Executive producer was M. Todd Tucker.  The film was written by 

Fran Clabaugh and Richard Clabaugh and directed by Richard Clabaugh.  Visual Effects 

Supervisor Christopher H. Watson of Pixellex oversaw the more than 650 visual effects 

shots that went into the film.  

#   #   # 
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EYEBORGS ADDITIONAL MEDIA 
 
To download or link to web optimized versions of the current EYEBORGS trailers: 
http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/trailers 
 
DVD review and screening copies of the full film are now available by request on an individual basis. 
 
Legitimate media outlets may find photos and artwork at the EYEBORGS Press website: 
http://www.eyeborgs.com/press.  Additionally, we try to accommodate requests for specialized, exclusive 
or first use artwork where possible. 
 

           
An LB unit (above left), as seen in the feature film, EYEBORGS, and Adrian Paul as "Gunner" (right).  
These and other images are available in high-res formats suitable for print or web use, along with additional 
photos at www.eyeborgs.com/press 
 
Other Recommended Images and Materials: (paste link into web browser to view or download) 
 
General Flyer (One sheet and Sell Sheet): http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/EB_Flyer.pdf 
Adrian Paul as Gunner with Laser: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Gunner_Laser_full.jpg 
Adrian Paul as Gunner – reaction: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Gunner-181A_03B_M2.jpg 
Adrian Paul & Megan Blake: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Barbara_Gunner-MCntr.jpg 
Adrian Paul & Luke Eberl: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Gunner_Jarett-injured.jpg 
Megan Blake & J. C. Guzman: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Barbara_Eric-Apt.jpg 
John S. Rushton as Agent Bradley: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Bradley-lrg.jpg 
John S. Rushton & Adrian Paul: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Bradley_Gunner-lrg.jpg 
John S. Rushton, Producer: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/Rushton-Producer.jpg 
Danny Trejo & Luke Eberl: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/DT_LE_01.jpg 
Danny Trejo & Luke Eberl: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/DT_LE_03.jpg 
Eyeborgs Comic Book: http://www.eyeborgs.com/press/EB_Comic.pdf 


